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ABSTRACT

The safety requirements imposed by the development of the French nuclear program
gave a new impetus to historical seismicity studies. This research has been persued on a
regular basis, for the last 15 years, by the BRGM, the CEA and EDF, By gathering the
original documentation describing past earthquakes, a vast data bank, has thus been
progressively constituted which in rum has given rise to the French macroseismic data
base "SIRT IF1, initially implanted on the IBM 370 macrocomput9r. SIRENE's originality
resides in the exhaustivity of the data it contains tor any given event and the use of
quality coefficients attached to all the information compiled Since 1986, under the
responsability of the BRGM, it has been transformed into a relationnal data base, now
managed via ORACLE software on a VAX 8530 computer. The base is comprised of 12
tables (more than 120 000 records), describing the nearly 6 000 events experienced in
France over the last ten centuries. The direct query language is SQL. the base is updated
each year, and a program was undertaken in 1990 for the storage of all basic
documentation on digital optical disks. Various specific applications have been
developed, such as : graphic plotting (macroseismic maps, maps of epicenters), codes for
calculation of focal depths, intensity attenuation, statistical sample analysis. About 200
earthquakes having numerous macroseismic observations have been processed to
detenrane focal depths by fitting of the Sponheuer law. Then by grouping the
earthquakes with the same range of focal depth and located in a same tectonic area
venous regional intensity attenuation laws have been calculated.



I. INTRODUCTION

The safety requirements imposed by the development of the French nuclear

program gave a new impetus to histoncal seismicity studies (1, 2, 3). This research has

been pursued on a regular basis, for the past fifteen years, by the BRGM (Geological

Mining Research Board), the CEA (Atomic Energy Commission) and EDF (French

Electricity Board), enabling a vast bank of reference material to be constitued. Since

1988. the historical research focusses more and more on the investigation of specific

regions, penods or events. The related research topics occupy teams of specialists from

neighboring countries, in the framework of programs sponsored by the Commission of

the European Communities (CEQ (4) or the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

(5).

The abundant documentation gathered gave rise to the French computerized

macroseismic data base "SIRENE". Its design and its originality with respect to standard

seismicity files are described in this paper. Various specific applications have been

developed, and the results of some of them are discussed.

H- CREATION AND MANAGEMENT OF A DATA BASE ON MACROSEISMICITY IN

FRANCE

The data base is devoted to historical and contemporary mai-roseismicity in

France. SIRENE's originality as compared with standard seismicity file resides in :

the exhaustiveness of the data avalcable for each event : identificatioa

macroseismic epicenter, epicentral intensity, local macroseismic intensities, isoseismal

radii bibliography ;

the use of quality coefficients associated with each item of data, in order to take into

account uncertainties in the raw data and reflect the degree of reliability of the

information conditioned by the quality and accuracy of sources ;
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the separation of raw data (identification of the event, local macroseismic

observations; rrcrr. interpreted data (epicenter, intensity, isoseismal radii)

the flexibility z: n relational data base allowing raw data to be collected in random

order, the link between the various data being established by a key repeated in

each type of record. The tile is up-dated each year, and modifications are indicated

by a revision date

The storage on apnccl digital disks of the abundant documentation gathered, which

constitutes the documentation bank.

II. 1 Constitution and management of the SIRENE data bans

Initially implanted on the IBM 370 macrocomputer, the data-processing system

SIRENt comprised a flexible sequence allowing the constitution of indexed sequential

duect-access files. Since 1986. the initial design has been transformed into a relational

data base managed under ORACLE software on a VAX 8530 computer and a PC

compatible microcomputer (6).

The mam part of the data base, held in common with the BRGM. the CEA and

EDF is comprised of twelve tables (more than 120 000 records) (7). Additional tables of

either foreign files, for border regions, or instrumental or focal characteristics data

constitute :he CEAs own file (Fig.l). The keys associated with each record, which are the

lirJcs between the various tables of the CEA's own file and the common file are not yet

completely defined and result in most cases in a separate use of the two data bases.

The direct query language is SQL. Numerous interdependent forms enable any

operator to update the base they are so programmed as to ensure the base consistency

ccnnrcl systems operate from the data input stage on. Any updating of a item of data

will ccscade to all :he tables concerned according to the logical links between them.

The da:a-har.dlmg resources available with ORACLE were supplemented by certain

specie applications developed by the CSA. such as the graphic processing system.
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SIRENE COMPUTER FILE : FRENCH MACROSEISMIC DATA BASE
ORGANIZED WITH ORACLE
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II.2 Constitution and manaoement of the documentary bank

The abundant documentation gathered (about 20 000 pages) was structured to

icrrr. a single dcta bank under the responsability of the BRGM. It was organized m basic

tiles compnsir.g ail the copies of texts relating to a given earthquake. These are classed

geographically, according to the location of the event, and chronologically. For secunty

reasons related to safeguarding the bank and also for convenience, a program was

initiated in 1990 for the storage of ail these documents on digital optical disks. This

system will be connected with the "SIRENE" file.

III. EXAMPLES OF PROCESSING OF THE MACROSEISMIC DATA BASE

III. 1 Statistical sample analysis

Some statistics regarding the quantity and nature of the data stored have been

established. The base numbers 5626 events. 90 % of which are earthquakes, 9 %, doubtful

events and 1 %, events listed in the previous catalogues as earthquakes, but

subsequently revealed to be storms or artificial shocks on the strength of histoncal

research. Most of the seismac events concern the last two centuries (80 %).

Earthquakes are identified by various criteria : date, relation to other events,

!occL^cnon of the macroseismic epicenter and assigned intensity, and local

macrsseismic intensities. Because of uncertainties in the da t a each item is associated

with a quality coefficient which indicates the reliability of the information due to the

quality and accuracy of sources. Distribution of different criteria by periods of time has

been calculated (Fig.2).

The first bargraph shows that main shocks are more numerous, and that the

percentage increases as we approach the present day (more than 30 % m the 20 th

century)
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Fig. 2
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The second bargraph indicates that the data are abundant in recent penocs ar.d

m the lower epicentre! intensity classes. Epicenters with intensities between VI ar.à. '.TH

are nearly constant m number since the 18 century. Many contemporary events

icbcur 25 ":, present an epicentral intensity lower than VI.

The third baigraph illustrates the chronological distribution of the epicentre!

locations according to the quality of the determination, which is a function of time The

epicentral locations are deduced from macroseismac maps in which isoseismals have

been drawn. The reliability of the determination depends on the number and the

geometrical distribution of the macroseismic observations. A macroseismic epicenter can

be derived from few observations and even from a single one. The distribution

emphasizes that most of the locations are not reliable or only determined by a single

observation these should not be considered as epicenters on a par with the others. Most

of the reliable epicentral locations (about 10 %) concern recent earthquakes.

The local macroseismic observations collected in a specific table of the base

(mere than 57 000) are linked by a key with the event, on the one hand, and by another

key with a dicnonnary of all the localities, on the other hand. Their distribution (Fig. 3)

wiuh respect to intensity and accuracy shows a very large proportion of data

corresponding :o low-intensity evaluations or undetermined intensities reported simply as

"felt ' :r. the sources. Moreover, the quality of the information seems mostly to be .'early

gc-.~.

III.2 Graphic plotting

The data-handling resources made available with ORACLE were supplemented

by a graphic processing system. Programs were elaborated to plot maps of epicenters or

maps at local macroseismic observations according to the intensity and the reliability of

the determination. Dirlerent thresholds can be chosen in function of the intensity level or

the degree zi accuracy in plotting the epicenters iFig.4). A frequent, high-level ssisrruc

activity -j situated m the Alps and Pyrenees montains. but seismicity throughout the rr.cst
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MACROSEISMIC DATA BASE SIRENE Fig. 3
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pan of France 3 diffuse and moderate, as attested over a period of roughly a thousand

years.

At present a catalogue of -iscseismal maps is in preparation for strongly felt events

having abuncant macroseismic observations. The localities with their intensities and

assigned quality coefficients are plotted and isoseismals are drawn manually according

to the intensity level and to the reliability of the data. The accuracy of the isoseismal

lines depends on the numbers and the geometrical distribution of the plotted

observations. Different examples are given (Fig. 5. 6. 7) with regular or irregular

distributions. The data of the June 11, 1909, Provence earthquake (Fig.6) allow fauly

reliable isoseismals to be drawn in the near field, due to the high density of the available

observations, furnished by a newly discovered and heretofore unpublished document (8).

On the contrary, in the far field, the lines are only sketchy for lack of information. The

Ligunan earthquake of the February 23. 1887 (Fig.7), being revised in collaboration with

ENEA (Italy) in the framework of the CEC project : "Review of historical seismicity in

Europe", affords very few observations in the far field in view of with the damage area.

An effort in collecting the information over a large area has been carried on not only in

France and Italy but also in Switzerland (9). In both these cases, azimuthal variations in

energy radiation may reflect source asymmetry or non-isotropic wave propagation.

Iscseamal maps enable the macroseismic epicenter to be identified in the

bcrycenter of the highest intensity area when the latter is well defined. The attnbution of

or. epicentral intensity is not always equal to the maximum intensity observed locally

(account being taken of site effects).

UI-3 Calculation of focal depths and regional intensity attenuation laws

Where local macroseismic intensity assessments collected in the SIRENE data base

are sufficient to determine isoseismal maps, a decreasing intensity law as one moves

av/cy from the focus is used to calculate the focal depth (h). Seeing that the basic

principle of the intensity scale is to relate macroseismic degrees to ground mener.
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amplitude empirically and that the amplitude decreases with distance, we conclude that

the decrease in intensity AI between the epicential intensity Io and an observation point

Ia at a distance Rn from the focus may be expressed by the following equation from

Sponheuer (10) .

AI = Io - In = K log10(Rn/h)m + Ka(log10e)(Rn • h) (D

The variable K represents the correspondence between the intensity scale degrees and

the ground motion amplitudes (often fixed at 3) : m is the geometrical spreading

coefficient for seismic waves (1 for body waves, 0,5 for surface waves), a is the absorption

coefficient, depending on wave frequency and soil conditions, and h is the focal depth.

The relation is fitted by a least squares method using the macioseismic points (intensity,

distance from the epicenter or the isoseismal radii). The computational model was

upgraded to allow the fitting by azimuthal sectors or so that an extended source could

be taken into account where the intensity does not decrease, or an anelastic attenuation

coefficient varying with epicentral distance (r).

By denving the equation (1), the decrease in intensity AI is shown to vary versus

the r/h ratio. If in the far field (r/h » 1) A I vanes slightly with depth, in the near field, on

the contrary, for a shallow focus (r/h = 1 and 1/h » a), variation of AI is independent of

a. and A I only varies versus depth h. In the near field for a deep focus, (r/h « 1) no

significant variation of AI is observed. The variation of A I would be only dependent of a

in far field if a » l/h which is not the case in a context of intiaplate seismicity as in

Fiance (11). This illustrates the high degree of dependency of the decrease in intensity

with focal depth and the necessity to determine regional attenuation laws based on

earthquakes of similar focal depths in order to avoid excessive scattering.

The study was carried out on two hundred earthquakes located m both western

and eastern France. The highly seismic Pyrenees region has not yet been analyzed, and

the northern area, with few events, has to be completed for large events with data from

Belgium and Great Bntain.
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For each of the two hundred earthquakes, an attenuation law following equation

(1) was fitted to all the local macroseismic intensities. Various cases were calculated with

different epicentral intensity values, or considering an extended source, when the

epicenter is inaccurately located (offshore or in a mountainous area) ; the fitting is then

computed from the first well-defined isoseismaL The results procured by the best ut of the

model aie then taken to be the most reliable (Fig. 8). Azimuthal sectors were also

considered, but in most cases, data were not sufficient to allow an accurate

determination of the parameters (a and h) (Fig. 9).

By grouping earthquakes generated in the same focal depth range and by talcing

into account tectonic criteria it was possible to determine regional attenuation laws,

using the same model as previously. In some cases, it was not possible to obtain

individual attenuation laws in regions defined on the strength of detailed tectonic

cnteria and it became necessary to add together neighbouring tectonic areas having

similar main features. On the contrary, earthquakes located in the northern and the

southern parts of the Rhine graben seem to display different focal depth ranges and give

nse to two specific attenuation laws. Figure 10 illustrates the various zones differenciated

and the corresponding mean value of focal depth obtained.

The scattering of the data is pronounced, particularly in the far field, and the

standard deviation obtained on the determination of the intensity varies between 0.68

and 0.97.

Simplified models are often used (12) and Figure 11 compares laws deduced from

the Sponheuer model with those derived from the following relation :

I = Io + a + b log r + c r ( 2 )

which is expressed in terms of epicentral distance r. rather than focal distance K.

Consequently, the results are not valid near the epicenter. The limit of validity of this

type of relation depends on the factor r/h. and it shown that the distance increases with
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focal depth (about 10 km for a 3 km focal depth to approximately 30 km for a 10 !cm

focal depth) (11).

IV CONCLUSIONS

The relational data base SIRENE with its associated documentary bank

constitutes, the best of our knowledge, a system which is unique worldwide. By

centralizing in a single system all historical and contemporary macroseismic data

concerning France, it constitues a national reference for any study using seismic data

The basic data was analyzed by just one team, thereby guaranteeing the homogeneity

and consistency of the data base. Its contents, structures and evolution cne regularly

reviewed by a technical committee of users (BRGM, CEA, EDF).

The examples presented illustrate that historical and contemporary macioseismic

data can still be expected to make a positive contribution to seismic hazard assessment.

The utilization of these data can only produce reliable and significant results if due

precautions are taken to ensure the quality of the data used. It is for this reason that

historical research must continue.
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